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I am a consultant psychotherapist at the London Sleep Centre, isleepclinic.com and have a private

psychotherapy practice online.

With a combination approach of CBTi, mindfulness, psychotherapy and sleep education, I devise a structured

sleep plan to support good sleep.

Patients continue to see me regularly as their sleep improves to deepen their understanding of how and why

their sleep issues began and to further develop the tools they need to keep their sleep on track.

I also support patients psychotherapeutically to address issues that may be causing or contributing to their

sleep issues

Patients with issues such as addiction, trauma or PTSD often have issues with sleep. I work longer-term in

these areas.

My book – The Science of Sleep was published in the UK and USA on June 3, 2021
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Who am I?
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Sleep often gets the
blame for daytime
fatigue and tiredness

While it is essential to rule out any biological sleep disorder such

as Obstructive Sleep Apnea, Periodic Limb Movement Disorder,

hormonal issues, metabolic disruption, medication and more,

ultimately we must address the areas we can control to let sleep

do its thing.
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Exposure to stress negatively affects sleep and
the sleep/wake cycle, making it harder to fall
asleep, stay asleep or triggering early waking.
Experiencing work-related stressors, having low
social support, or exposure to trauma can disrupt
sleep and the sleep/wake cycle.
Stress often impacts sleep quality and duration,
blocking deep sleep. 
Stress and a lack of sleep can both have a severe
impact on physical and mental health. But the
reverse is also true.
Many people worry that they don't get 8 hours of
sleep. It is recommended that generally, adults
need 7–9 hours of sleep a night.

But let's stop talking about sleep...

Ref: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2491500/

Stress and sleep
are NOT great
bed partners 
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Sometimes, becoming too focused on something become
a hazard. When we spend an inordinate amount of time
and energy thinking about sleep, in insomnia terms it
feeds it.
IT MAKES IT WORSE
Rumination can trap us in a vicious cycle of overthinking
about something, trying to correct it 
This leads to creating more self-doubt, inner conflict, and
rumination. 
It’s a major contributor to depression and anxiety, sucks
our time and spirit, and can lead to unhealthy coping
strategies. 
In other words, while self-focus can be productive,
rumination can be downright evil.

The last few years have seen too much focus being
placed on how we must get more sleep. 
Yes we do need good sleep but if we don't address
stress, and prioritise rest and relaxation we are pushing
mud up a hill backwards.
it's time to change the narrative...  

Relax. Its not all
about sleep
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Lets move



Breathe...

USE  YOUR  BODY  TO  CONTROL  STRESS ,

NOT  YOUR  MIND
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Breathing, controlling heart rate through the sympathetic and

parasympathetic nervous system is a powerful tool.

Telling yourself to calm down will have the opposite effect, so

you need to take a bottom-up approach.

To calm down quickly. You need to make your exhales longer

and or more vigorous than your inhales.

Exhale emphasised breathing – double inhale, exhale, double

inhale, exhale, two / three times will quickly bring down your

stress level.

Longer exhalations are an easy way to hack the vagus nerve,

combat fight-or-flight stress responses, and improve HRV.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/basics/vagus-nerve


How are your
energy levels
right now?

ITS  MID-AFTERNOON,
IT  IS  A  NATURAL
BIOLOGICAL LOW
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after the break we will
reframe the narrative
and look at a powerful
way to make change



Feel the rhythm

THE HUMAN BODY IS  COMPRISED OF A VARIETY
OF BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS AND RHYTHMS.
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The term circadian derives from the Latin words “dian,” meaning

day, and “circa,” meaning around. This means circadian translates

to “around a day.”

Circadian rhythms, which are the most well recognized, correlate

with the 24-hour light/dark cycle of the earth’s rotation. These

types of rhythms control various processes that occur once per

24-hour period, such as the human sleep-wake cycle.

These various body
clocks work together to
prepare our bodies for

the demands of different
times of the day, month,

and year.
 



Golden rules to improve sleep

THE IMPORTANCE OF CREATING A ROUTINE FOR
A BETTER NIGHT’S  SLEEP
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Consistent
wake-up

time
Why...

Light
exposure

Why...

Movement
Why...

Protein-
based

breakfast
Why...
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In the 1950s, a sleep researcher called Nathaniel

Clayman discovered that the human body tends to

move through 90 to 110-minute hormonal cycles

that govern our energy. 

The brain has the capacity to be active, focused

and strategic for 90 to 110 minutes at a time, after

which it becomes fatigued and needs to relax fully

for about 20 minutes for the hormones to replenish.

Ultradian rhythm

WORK SMARTER AND TAKE REGULAR BREAKS
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Our bodies go through alternating periods of rest and

activity, and in an inversion of the sleep cycle pattern,  

 that each full rest-activity cycle lasts between 90–110

minutes. 

The problem arises when we ignore these rhythms and

try to maintain constant activity throughout the day,

failing to heed our regular need for a break.

Ultradian rhythm

WORK SMARTER AND TAKE REGULAR BREAKS
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Think about reducing stimulation and input, so no checking phones, watching videos, checking

email. 

What would it be like to choose to not engage with any form of deliberate stimulation for 20

minutes?

Allow your mind to wander wherever it wants.

Practice receptive awareness; let your body lead you. Rather than a strategic, focused

awareness that is goal-oriented, begin to become aware of things without bringing too much

attention to them.

What would you do?

Ultradian rhythm

PUT THE BREAKS ON EVERY 90 MINS
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Infradian rhythms are cycles that last longer than the 24-hour

circadian rhythms, with a complete cycle taking 28-hours or

more. 

A good example of infradian rhythms is the hormonal cycle of

adult human females, or the various cell processes and hormone

levels that adjust according to the season.

Disruption to the infradian rhythm can lead to a number of issues

with the menstrual cycle, sleep patterns, body’s ability to fight

infection and fertility

Infradian

WORKING WITH YOUR INFRADIAN RHYTHM IS  ALL
ABOUT UNDERSTANDING YOUR UNIQUE CYCLE

The most commonly
discussed human

infradian rhythm is the
menstrual cycle,

however seasonal
affective disorder can
also be classified as

infradian.
 

https://www.healthline.com/health/seasonal-affective-disorder
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The infradian rhythm creates a 25% change in your brain chemistry over the course of the

month?  

Your metabolism speeds up and slows down predictably across the month and that you

need to change what you eat and the intensity of your workouts each week in order to

optimize your metabolism?

Your cortisol levels are higher in one part of your infradian cycle, so pushing yourself

through an intense workout bumps up cortisol levels even further, adding to your stress

and inflammation, disrupting your hormones, and making you feel anxious and

unfocused?

Infradian

THINGS TO CONSIDER
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Keep track of your cycle by tracking changes and write down temperature changes,

mucus, mood, sexual intercourse, days of bleeding, pain etc

Once you've done that over the course of a few months, start to look for patterns. You

can then align your activity to how your body feels.

The infradian rhythm is active from puberty to menopause

An excellent resource to explore this further: In the Flo by Alisa Vitti

When people reach the age of menopause, usually in the early 50s, the rhythm changes

dramatically. The delicate balance between hormone levels can be thrown off, leading to

changes in the body, mind, and emotions.

Infradian

HOW TO TRACK YOUR RHYTHM

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Alisa-Vitti/e/B00BCPC8SE/ref=aufs_dp_fta_dsk
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Assess your
chronotype

I also encourage you to repeat the assessment if you have the opportunity to take a holiday.

Answer the questions at the beginning and end of the break and see if anything has changed.

You may be surprised by the result when you are not ‘forced’ into a rhythm by your workplace.

Measure from 1-5 how is your energy level (1 being low, 5 being high):

in the morning? 

very low 

low 

moderate 

high 

very high

Add your morning and evening scores to get your total energy score

ranging from 2 to 10.

Gustavo L. Ottoni, Eduardo Antoniolli & Diogo R. Lara (2011) The Circadian Energy Scale (CIRENS): Two Simple Questions for a Reliable Chronotype Measurement Based on Energy, Chronobiology International, 28:3, 229-237, DOI: 10.3109/07420528.2011.553696

in the evening? 

very low 

low 

moderate 

high 

very high

https://doi.org/10.3109/07420528.2011.553696


Intermediate
Around 50% of the population are said to have an intermediate

chronotype where their sleep/wake preference is aligned with

the societal norm of 9-5.

Night owl

Around 20% of the population are said to be

predisposed to eveningness. Owls stay up

late at night, rise later in the morning, and

perform best mentally and physically in the

late afternoon or evening.

Morning lark

Around 30% of the population are said to be

predisposed to morningness. Larks are early

risers, perform mentally and physically at

their best in the morning hours, and go to

bed early in the evening.

Chronotype
Your body has a genetic imprint for your specific sleep timing
needs. This is your chronotype. It influences what time you sleep,
when you feel hungry, body temperature and energy levels.

Chronotype (also known as morning and eveningness) varies
from person to person depending on genetics, age, and other
factors. Some scientists believe that chronotype may differ
according to geographical location due to changes in
daylight hours.

While you have an underlying chronotype, its timing shifts
throughout life; in early childhood, it tends to be early, but it
becomes delayed on entering the teenage years. The has given
rise to the myth that teenagers are lazy - they are, in fact,
chronically sleep-deprived. It continues to move until most
adults cycle between a wake time of 7 am and bedtime of 11 pm.
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Genetics, age, gender, lifestyle, culture, social environment all play their part in determining your sleep needs.

Some individuals, short sleepers, only need seven hours while others, long sleepers, will need nine. Contrary to

popular belief, it’s extremely rare for a person to require less than six hours of sleep per night, and those who make

this claim about themselves are almost always chronically sleep-deprived.

The best indicator of whether you’re getting enough sleep is how you feel during the day. If you feel sleepy, then

you may need more sleep. Our sleep needs also decline with age, so newborn infants may need between 12 and

18 hours of sleep, whereas older adults may only need six or seven hours.

Total time spent in bed is important, as it can indicate that several complete sleep cycles have taken place, rather

than quantity; sleep quality is what ultimately restores the brain. Studies have found that people who slept six or

fewer hours function just as well as those who slept six to eight hours – if their sleep was of high quality.

How much sleep do I need?

Everyone's sleep needs are different

How to tell if you need more sleep

Quantity and quality

HEATHER  DARWALL -SMITH
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How sleep works and
how do you relax?



How does sleep work?

IT  IS  NOT  A  FIXED  STATE  –  IT  IS  A  HIGHLY  ACTIVE  PROCESS
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Sleep is controlled by 2 forces

CHEMICAL  AND  BIOLOGICAL
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Sleep pressure results from a build-up of a molecule in our

nervous system that builds up while we are awake. It can be

thought of as the brains pressure and need for sleep. The longer

you are awake, the more adenosine is in your body. For

example, when we wake-up in the morning after a good night's

sleep, we will have very low sleep pressure. As the day

progresses, sleep pressure increases - adenosine levels rise.

Therefore by bedtime, there should be a high level of pressure

to send you to sleep and to keep you asleep. 
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OUR  BODY  HAS  A  BIOLOGCAL  MECHANISM  TO  MAKE  US  SLEEPY

Saving up pressure to sleep



Sleep hygiene

Sleep hygiene is a general

term used to describe sleep-

related habits and routines

along with the sleep

environment. Good sleep

hygiene eliminates barriers to

both falling asleep and

staying asleep, making it

easier to get solid nightly rest

without distractions or

disturbances.

Consistency 

Consistency of the

opportunity for sleep (sleep

window). If you want to

wake at a certain time, set

that time and work

backwards. The

recommended amount of

sleep is 7-9 hours and as we

age we tend to be at the

lower end of that.

Habits and Routines

While it is not helpful to have

rigid routines - that can make

sleep issues worse, habits act as

sleep cues that prime the brain

to know bedtime is coming.

Habits and routines are about

setting boundaries between

night and day.

What can you do?

TAKE  A  LIGHT  TOUCH  AND  TRUST  THAT  BIOLOGICALLY  YOU  CAN  SLEEP
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Address underlying issues

Working with a health

professional can help if your

sleep is being interrupted by

underlying sleep disorders or

health problems. For example,

treatment for obstructive sleep

apnea can dramatically reduce

sleep fragmentation in people

with that condition, and working

with a counselor can frequently

improve sleep in people with

mental health disorders like

depression and anxiety.

https://www.sleepfoundation.org/sleep-apnea/obstructive-sleep-apnea/treatments


Neuroplasticty

WHAT  WIRES  TOGETHER ,  FIRES  TOGETHER
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Learning or doing something new or changing long-held

habits is hard work. But that's ok – if you can push

through the discomfort. The brain needs to be strained to

change - to wire new circuits. 

It can feel uncomfortable – that mental friction is

important as it alerts the brain that change is happening.

Neuroplasticity is a process by which neurons can

change their connections and the way they work, so that

you can go from things being very challenging and

deliberate, requiring a lot of effort and strain to them

being reflexive, 
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Switch your focus
to relaxation



Some useful relaxation training tools are NSDR, Yoga Nidra and Progressive Muscle Relaxation. You

can use these at any time of the day or night. These are training mechanisms by which you self-train

your nervous system to go from the red zone state of heightened alertness to the green zone state

heightened relaxation, and so it’s teaching your brain to hit the brakes.

Lets discuss what works for you...

What can you do?

TAKE  A  LIGHT  TOUCH  AND  TRUST  THAT  BIOLOGICALLY  YOU  CAN  SLEEP
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Keep a selection of links in a specific place on your device, so you know where to access them.

They can be done, laying down or sitting up. You might want to set a timer in case you fall asleep

during practice. 

It’s important to explore these links during the day to see what appeals to you. There is no point

using something for the first time at night and then finding you can’t get on with it – you will tell me

it doesn’t work! It’s not that it doesn’t work it’s just that your brain isn’t used to it and when you

cannot sleep your ability to be rational about your choices is vastly reduced.

TREAT  YOUR  DEVICE  AS  A  TOOL .  PLEASE  TURN  OFF  ALL  NOTIFICATIONS ,

USE  NIGHT -TIME  FILTERS  

What can you do?
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NSDR can put us into powerfully restorative states, similar to sleep and can be done any time of

day or night to reset our ability to calm, focus rapidly, and, when needed, ease the transition to

sleep.

Yoga Nidra. Yoga Nidra literally means yogic sleep. It is an ancient technique where the practitioner

enters the deep states of conscious relaxation. It is a systematic practice of moving awareness from

our external world to the inner world.

Progressive relaxation. This exercise reduces stress and anxiety in your body by having you slowly

and tense and then relax each muscle. This exercise can provide an immediate feeling of relaxation,

but you have to practise frequently as with any of these practices.

TESTED  TOOLS  THAT  WORK

NSDR, Yoga Nidra and
Progressive Relaxation
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This is a naturally occurring spike in wakefulness that sleep researchers have observed.

Don’t freak out if it happens. It will pass if you understand that this is normal and not dive into a new

activity!

Focus on waking up at the same time each day and work backwards to allow yourself the time you

need to get enough sleep. 

If you consistently find that you are sleepy earlier than this, keep track of it. 

It may be better to go to sleep when you first feel sleepy 

However, you will likely get an earlier wake-up time. 

Remember the body only needs the sleep it needs.

EXPECT  TO  FEEL  REALLY  ALERT  ~ 1  HOUR  BEFORE  YOUR  NATURAL  BEDTIME

Before we relax...
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How sleep works and
how do you relax?



“Sleep is the golden chain that ties
health and our bodies together.”

Thomas Dekker (1572 - 1632)
English dramatist
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Thank you.
Any questions...



DEPRIVED  OF  SLEEP  DURING  THE  WEEK ,  

CAN  YOU  CATCH  UP  ON  SLEEP  AT  THE  WEEKEND?

Sleep debt

Yes and no... it depends on the size of your sleep debt. On average, peoples sleep diaries show

relatively consistent sleep-wake timing but significant difference in the amount of sleep. 

Imagine: you need 7 hours of sleep a night, from Monday to Friday you get 6 hours a night. 

This means that by the weekend, you have a 5-hour sleep debt. Ok, you think. I will catch up. I

normally get up at 7 am so I will get up at 9.30 am instead.

The body prefers consistency, and this change sends its natural rhythm off-kilter, so you may

actually feel worse. It also means on Monday morning; your body is ready to sleep until 9.30 am

but gets rudely woken up at 7 am - it's partly why Monday mornings often feel so grim!

HEATHER  DARWALL -SMITH

Research has 

shown that it can take

up to four days to

recover from one hour

of lost sleep
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Do you have a
diagnosable
sleep disorder?

There are a variety of sleep disorders and issues related to poor

sleep. I can cover the most common here but if you suspect that

there may be an issue, it is always worth seeking advice from

your GP. However, sleep is often poorly covered (depends on

your location) within the NHS and you will often need to seek

specialist advice. 



Insomnia is a sleep disorder characterized by “persistent difficulty” with

sleep onset, duration, consolidation, or quality. People with insomnia

struggle with sleep despite allotting themselves enough time at night and

using a comfortable sleep area. They experience excessive daytime

sleepiness and other impairments while they are awake. 

Stress and anxiety often lead to insomnia and sleep problems. And because

stress and sleep problems share such a reciprocal relationship, addressing

one of these issues can often lead to improvements for the other.

Insomnia may occur independently, but it often accompanies comorbid

illnesses, mental health disorders, and sleep disorders. 

DIAGNOSING AND TREATING INSOMNIA
When insomnia symptoms persist at least three
times per week for at least three months, patients
may receive a chronic insomnia diagnosis. 
Cognitive-behavioural therapy has also proven
effective for alleviating insomnia symptoms. CBT-i
helps people overcome misconceptions or negative
beliefs about sleep to get more rest and overcome
their insomnia. In addition, CBT-i emphasises sleep
restriction and the importance of getting out of bed
on sleepless nights and proper sleep hygiene and
relaxation techniques.
CBT-i can be accessed online, via various apps or
with a specialist therapist.

VARIOUS  STUDIES  WORLDWIDE  HAVE  SHOWN  THE  PREVALENCE  OF

INSOMNIA  IN  10%–30% OF  THE  POPULATION ,  SOME  EVEN  AS  HIGH  AS

50%–60%. IT  IS  COMMON  IN  OLDER  ADULTS ,  FEMALES ,  AND  PEOPLE

WITH  MEDICAL  AND  MENTAL  ILL  HEALTH .

Insomnia
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Shift work sleep disorder is a circadian rhythm sleep disorder characterised by

sleep problems that stem from working long or irregular hours. The term “shift

work” refers to any work schedule that falls outside the hours of 7 am and 6 pm.

While any shift worker can develop symptoms, the disorder primarily affects

employees with night, early morning, or rotating shifts.

If untreated, shift work disorder can lead to significant health concerns. The

condition may also negatively impact the worker’s professional performance

and put them at a higher risk of committing an error or being involved in a

workplace accident. Therefore, identifying shift work disorder symptoms and

seeking treatment is vital to the patient’s health, wellbeing, and safety.

According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine’s International

Classification of Sleep Disorders (Third Edition), the two primary symptoms of

shift work disorder are insomnia and excessive daytime sleepiness.

DIAGNOSING AND TREATING SHIFT WORK DISORDER
With sleep issues, it is important to recognise that
treatment may sometimes need changes to work-life but
often we are working with what the individuals job is and
finding ways to support their lifestyle to improve sleep
and wellbeing. Due to chronotype, Some people are well
suited to shift work whereas others just aren't.

If you are a shift worker experiencing distress, low mood, 
 insomnia symptoms and/or excessive sleepiness while
awake, you should see your GP for clinical evaluation and
treatment options. 

IN  ADDITION  TO  THE  PEOPLE  WHO  WORK  NIGHT  SHIFTS ,  ABOUT  2 .5

PERCENT  OF  THE  WORK  FORCE ,  OR  2 .4  MILLION  PEOPLE  WORK

ROTATING  SHIFTS ,  MEANING  THAT  THEY  ALTERNATE  BETWEEN  DAY ,

EVENING  AND  NIGHT  SHIFTS .

Shift Work Disorder
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OSA occurs when throat muscles sag so much during sleep that the airway

becomes blocked, waking the sufferer briefly in order to take a breath. This

repeated pattern causes chronic fatigue – and long-term can lead to serious

illnesses such as type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure, heart attack, and mental

illness. Anyone can suffer OSA, but a major risk factor is being overweight, as

fatty tissues in the throat and mouth are likely to block more of the airway when

they sag.

DIAGNOSING AND TREATING OSA
OSA is diagnosed by a sleep study to measure incidents
over a night. Depending on the cause, your doctor may
recommend a CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure)
device, a mask to keep the airway open; a jawline-altering
mouthguard; or lifestyle changes such as losing weight,
quitting smoking, or drinking less alcohol.

A  PATTERN  OF  SNORING  PUNCTUATED  BY  GASPING  OR  SPLUTTERING

COULD  BE  OBSTRUCTIVE  SLEEP  APNOEA  (OSA )

Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA)
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ALTHOUGH  RLS  IS  NOT  ASSOCIATED  WITH  MENOPAUSE  AND

HORMONE  THERAPY ,  IT  SEEMS  TO  INCREASE  WITH  AGE

an overwhelming urge to move your legs, usually with an
uncomfortable sensation, such as itching or tingling
your symptoms occur or get worse when you're resting or inactive
your symptoms are relieved by moving your legs or rubbing them
your symptoms are worse during the evening or at night

DIAGNOSING AND TREATING RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME (RLS)
There's no single test for diagnosing restless legs syndrome.
A diagnosis will be based on your symptoms, medical and family history,
a physical examination, and test results.
Your GP should be able to diagnose restless legs syndrome, but they
may refer you to a neurologist if there's any uncertainty.
There are 4 main criteria your GP or specialist will look for to confirm a
diagnosis.
These are:

 

Restless Leg Syndrome (RLS)

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/itchy-skin/
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INVOLVES  REPETIT IVE  LIMB  MOVEMENTS  THAT  MAY

DISRUPT  SLEEP .

Over 80% of people with restless legs syndrome also have periodic limb
movements in sleep (PLMS).
If you have PLMS, your leg will jerk or twitch uncontrollably, usually at
night while you're asleep.
The movements are brief and repetitive and usually occur every 20 to 40
seconds.
PLMS can be severe enough to wake up both you and your partner. The
involuntary leg movements can also occur when you're awake and
resting.
Diagnosis is via an overnight polysomnogram (PSG), a type of test carried
out in a sleep laboratory. However, before a PSG, a doctor may carry out a
physical examination to rule out other conditions.

DIAGNOSING AND TREATING Periodic Limb Movement Disorder (PLMD)

Periodic Limb Movement Disorder (PLMD)
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Other things that you may
commonly experience 

a feeling of jerking as you fall asleep

waking up as soon as your head hits the pillow

racing mind

hallucinations

sleep paralysis

vivid dreams 

sleep talking, walking



Don't panic!

Yes, poor sleep has repercussions but there is a

lot you can do to improve yours. After the break

we will explore how to make changes.



Quality of sleep

QUALITY  OVER  QUANTITY
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When it comes to sleep, quality

counts almost as much as

quantity, which is why the most

significant improvement can be

gained by improving your sleep

efficiency. Your sleep efficiency

is the proportion of time you

spend in bed continuously

asleep instead of trying to get to

sleep or lying in bed wide awake.  

Sleep pressure results from a build-up of a molecule in our nervous

system that builds up while awake can be thought of as the brains

pressure and need for sleep. The longer you are awake, the more

adenosine is in your body.

For example, when we wake-up in the morning after a good night's

sleep, we will have a very low sleep pressure. As the day progresses,

sleep pressure increases - adenosine levels rise. 

Therefore, bedtime should be a high level of pressure to send you to

sleep and keep you asleep. 

By reducing time in bed, you increase your sleep pressure to increase the

amount of continuous sleep, thus consolidating your sleep quality. 



Not everyone can nap

Waking from REM sleep 

= higher dream recall

Waking from light sleep = you

feel rested

Hard to make sure you wake

from this state

Waking from deep sleep can

trigger sleep inertia

Napping

TIMING REALLY  MATTERS!
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TRY  NOT  TO  DRINK  CAFFEINE  BETWEEN  8 - 10  HOURS  BEFORE  BED  

–  HOWEVER ,  NOT  EVERYONE  IS  SUSCEPTIBLE  (MUTANT  GENES )

Caffeine
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Caffeine is a stimulant, triggering the release of

adrenaline, the fight-or-flight hormone, which is

why you experience a burst of energy when it

enters your system. 

Caffeine interferes with how the brain responds to

the chemical adenosine. An essential piece in the

sleep-wake jigsaw, adenosine slows the central

nervous system, building the urge to sleep as night

approaches.

Caffeine binds to the same brain receptors as

adenosine, blocking the signals that make us feel

sleepy. 



Alcohol - yes or no?

ALCOHOL IS  A  SEDATIVE –  IT  SLOWS BRAIN FUNCTION AND
INDUCES DROWSINESS.  HOWEVER,  IT ’S  NOT RECOMMENDED
AS A SLEEPING AID AS IT  D ISRUPTS NATURAL SLEEP CYCLES.
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When alcohol enters your system, it triggers a release of endorphins (feel-good hormones) in the parts of

the brain associated with pleasure and reward. Once this passes, the alcohol becomes a sedative.

As the body processes alcohol, you reach deeper, slow-wave Stage-3 sleep more quickly, but this

comes at the expense of REM, the most restorative stage of sleep. 

Once the alcohol has been processed in the middle of the night, you experience “REM rebound”, where

REM increases in a bid to catch up and maintain your normal sleep patterns, but this usually disrupts your

natural waking process.

Alcohol is also a diuretic, so you’re more likely to need to get up to urinate during the night. High

consumption can also trigger snoring, sleep apnoea, and sleepwalking, all of which further disrupt sleep.



But let's be
realistic...

HEATHER DARWALL-SMITH

I will never ask anyone to live a perfect life; it's not realistic. Attempting to do so creates

more stress. The point is to know the potential impact so you can make informed choices

about what you want to do. If you're going to drink, think about timing and quantity, accept

it has an impact, and know that the body is likely to recover the following night.



Does exercising at night affect sleep?

REGULAR EXERCISE REDUCES STRESS AND ANXIETY AND
GENERALLY IMPROVES SLEEP.  

HEATHER DARWALL-SMITH

In a recent study, researchers examined 23 studies that evaluated sleep onset

and quality in healthy adults who performed a single evening exercise session

compared with similar adults who did not. 

They found that not only did evening exercise not affect sleep, it seemed to help

people fall asleep faster and spend more time in deep sleep. 

However, those who did high-intensity exercise — such as interval training —

less than one hour before bedtime took longer to fall asleep and had poorer

sleep quality.

Exercise also raises your core body temperature. Elevation in core body

temperature signals the body clock that it’s time to be awake. After about 30 to

90 minutes, the core body temperature starts to fall. The decline helps to

facilitate sleepiness.
Ref: https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/does-exercising-at-night-affect-sleep



Stress

THE  THREE  KINDS  OF  STRESS  ON  THREE  DIFFERENT  TIMESCALES ,  

SHORT  TERM ,  MEDIUM  TERM  AND  LONG  TERM

HEATHER  DARWALL -SMITH

Stress is positive in the short term. Known as acute stress. 

Intense physical activity can also be considered a stressor since it activates the same systems involved in responding

to an external threat; bouts of exercise increase heart rate, blood pressure, and cortisol levels.

Stress often comes in the form of bacterial or viral infection, and the stress response is in part organised to combat

bacterial and viral infection,

The dilation of the pupils, the changes in the eyes' optics, the quickening of the heart rate, the sharpening of your

cognition, and in fact, that short term stress brings certain elements of the brain online that allow you to focus. 

The stress response isn't always super intense. Sometimes it's milder; sometimes, it allows us to focus on something

because we have a deadline that can feel stressful.

It's why procrastination can be powerful – self-imposing stress because stress acts like a drug and ultimately gets

stuff done. 

Childs, E., & de Wit, H. (2014). Regular exercise is associated with emotional resilience to acute stress in healthy adults. Frontiers in physiology, 5, 161. https://doi.org/10.3389/fphys.2014.00161



Pressure building

CHRONIC  STRESS  –  IMAGINE  YOUR  BODY  AS

A  OVER -SHAKEN  BOTTLE  OF  FIZZ

HEATHER  DARWALL -SMITH

When stressors are always present and constantly feel under attack, the

fight-or-flight reaction stays turned on.

The long-term activation of the stress-response system and the

overexposure to cortisol and other stress hormones that follow can disrupt

almost all your body's processes. This puts you at increased risk of many

health problems.

Studies have shown that insomnia and other forms of sleep deprivation

cause your body to secrete more cortisol during the day, perhaps in an

effort to stimulate alertness, thus increasing stress levels.

Cortisol is an essential component of human physiology. The challenge for

many of us is to keep cortisol levels from veering too high.



What can you do
to improve sleep

Don't panic, keep it simple and don't create

a rigid routine. Think 'good enough'.



What do you do?

Let's explore what you do

and how it works for you



Ensure your bedroom is
conducive to sleep: dark,
quiet, cool and comfy.

Relaxed body, low body
temperature and no tension 

Relaxed mind. It's the end of the
day; there is nothing more you can
do apart from let go of the day...

Sleep hygiene

3  THINGS  TO  CONSIDER

HEATHER  DARWALL -SMITH



View sunlight by going outside within 30-60 minutes of waking. Do that again in the late afternoon, prior to sunset.

If you wake up before the sun is out and you want to be awake, turn on artificial lights and then go outside once

the sun rises.

On bright cloudless days: view morning and afternoon sun for 10 min; cloudy days: 20 min; very overcast days 30-

60 min. If you live someplace with very minimal light, consider an artificial daytime simulator source.

Don’t wear sunglasses for this practice if you safely can, but contact lenses and eyeglasses are fine.

Don't look directly at the sun, and never look at ANY light so bright it is painful to view! That said, you can’t wear a

brimmed hat, sunglasses and remain in the shade and expect to “wake up” your circadian clock.

Northern hemisphere - consider the use of daytime bulbs and lamps in the morning.

Top 10 tips for improving sleep

# 1 :  GET  MORE  LIGHT  IN  THE  MORNING

HEATHER  DARWALL -SMITH



Pushing through the sleepy late evening feeling and going to sleep too late (for you) is one reason people wake at

3 am and can’t fall back asleep.

Keeping a regular sleep schedule—even on weekends—maintains the timing of the body's internal clock and can

help you fall asleep and wake up more easily.

#2 :  WAKE  UP  AT  THE  SAME  TIME  EACH  DAY  AND  GO  TO  SLEEP  WHEN

YOU  FIRST  START  TO  FEEL  SLEEPY .

Top 10 tips for improving sleep



The issue with stimulants is exactly that - they stimulate you to keep you awake! Avoid caffeine, nicotine, alcohol

and recreational drugs for at least 3 hours (longer for caffeine) before bed.

Avoid caffeine within 8-10 hours of bedtime. Dr. Matt Walker (who wrote Why We Sleep) might even say 12-14

hours. Everyone's caffeine tolerance level is different but if you notice you use it a lot to increase wakefulness,

take steps to address the underlying fatigue.  

#3 :  PAY  ATTENTION  TO  ALCHOL  AND  CAFFIENE  CONSUMPTION

Top 10 tips for improving sleep



Light plays a central role in regulating the circadian rhythm, your body's internal clock that signals when to be alert

and when to rest. 

Here is a simple rule: only use as much artificial lighting as necessary to remain and move about safely at night. Blue

blockers can help a bit at night but still dim the lights. Viewing bright lights of all colours are a problem for your

circadian system. Candlelight and moonlight are fine. 

Our smartphones have been designed by geniuses to demand our attention. However, countless studies have shown

that phone activity causes the release of dopamine in our brains, making us feel aroused, motivated, and happy.

The light they emit will signal to the brain it's time to be awake. Looking at them between 11pm and 4 am is like shining

a torch into your eyes and screaming WAKE UP! 

#4 :  AVOID  VIEWING  BRIGHT  LIGHTS  —  ESPECIALLY  BRIGHT  OVERHEAD

LIGHTS  BETWEEN  1 1  PM  AND  4  AM

Top 10 tips for improving sleep



Many of us are shift working even though we don't have to. We're doing work in the middle of the night, we are,

working on our computers at odd hours sleeping during the day. 

The most two important things about shift work is to stay consistent with your schedule and to think about light.

Consistency can be tricky depending on your shift rotation.  

If you need to be awake and alert you need light. If you need to be asleep you need darkness.

#4 :  HOW  TO  WORK  WITH  LIGHT

Shift workers



Walking for 30 minutes a day or more on most days of the week is a great way to improve or maintain your overall

health. If you can't manage 30 minutes a day, remember; even a little is good, but more is better. How you move is

up to you. Walking might not be your thing but think about what works for you - dancing in the kitchen, cycling,

swimming... you choose.

#5 :  HUMAN  BEINGS  ARE  DESIGNED  TO  MOVE

Top 10 tips for improving sleep



Take a nap in the afternoon to boost energy. Keep it short – 20–30 minutes or you may disrupt the following

night’s sleep.

#6 :  LIMIT  DAYTIME  NAPS  TO  LESS  THAN  90  MIN ,  OR  DON ’T  NAP  AT  ALL

Top 10 tips for improving sleep



Enhances learning and memory

Use for de-stressing or improving cognitive capacity 

Can be done anytime, day or night

Do seated or lying down

Different from meditation or breathwork

NSDR stands for non-sleep deep rest. Non-Sleep Deep Rest, “is a powerful way to relax quickly and deeply.

Key facts about NSDR:

Enter “NSDR” into YouTube and the top 3-4 options have different voices, durations for you to select from. 

Or simply do a “Yoga Nidra” protocol (enter “yoga nidra” to YouTube; 100s to select.)

#7 :  IF  YOU  WAKE  UP  IN  THE  MIDDLE  OF  THE  NIGHT  (WHICH ,  BY  THE  WAY ,

IS  NORMAL  TO  DO  ONCE  OR  SO  EACH  NIGHT )  BUT  YOU  CAN ’T  FALL  BACK

ASLEEP ,  CONSIDER  DOING  AN  NSDR  PROTOCOL  WHEN  YOU  WAKE  UP .  

Top 10 tips for improving sleep

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/68ul5o573zs8hmqkmdao/reh8h9uq0owkwps6/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cueW91dHViZS5jb20vcmVzdWx0cz9zZWFyY2hfcXVlcnk9bnNkcg==
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/68ul5o573zs8hmqkmdao/08hwhgumdpgng8fp/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cueW91dHViZS5jb20vcmVzdWx0cz9zZWFyY2hfcXVlcnk9eW9nYStuaWRyYQ==


The wakefulness before bed is a naturally occurring spike in wakefulness that sleep researchers have observed.

However, a commonly reported experience is waking up as soon as your head hits the pillow. Known as

conditioned arousal xxxxxx

#8 :  EXPECT  TO  FEEL  REALLY  ALERT  ~  1  HOUR  BEFORE  YOUR  NATURAL

BEDTIME .  ITS  ALSO  COMMON  TO  FEEL  AWAKE  AS  SOON  AS  YOUR  HEAD

HITS  THE  PILLOW  

Top 10 tips for improving sleep



#9 :  KEEP  THE  ROOM  YOU  SLEEP  IN  COOL  AND  DARK  AND  LAYER  ON

BLANKETS  THAT  YOU  CAN  REMOVE .

In a number of sleep diaries, people commented about temperature. Your body needs to drop in temperature by

1-3 degrees to fall and stay asleep effectively. Body temperature increases are one reason you wake up. Thus,

keep your room cool and remove blankets as needed. If it’s too hot you would have to use a cooling device and

that’s harder than simply tossing off blankets if you get too warm.

Top 10 tips for improving sleep



Worrying about sleep will make it harder to sleep. Know that biologically, you can sleep and once you get to know

what you need you can make it better. 

# 10 :  DON 'T  WORRY  ABOUT  SLEEP

Top 10 tips for improving sleep


